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Battle Realms has all the standard elements
of any good RTS, including resource

management, construction, base building, in-
game cinematics, and the usual multitude of

unit types. The game features several
different in-game factions, each with its own

unique set of units, buildings, and
technologies; attacking the other opponents

bases is the only way to get any of these
units; although the AI seems to be designed
to be more of a challenge than most players

are likely to face in their lifetime. Battle
Realms features a game interface that is

streamlined and user-friendly, and there is a
tutorial at the start of the game that guides
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you through the basics of playing. While the
game is somewhat slow, it is still fun and
addictive. Combat is simple and easy to

understand, and the unit classes are easy to
distinguish. Battle Realms requires an

internet connection in order to make use of
the in-game features; you can also buy and
use additional maps, characters, troops, and
items, although the in-game restrictions on

how much money you can spend are
somewhat limited. (There is a limit to how

many troops, character types, and items you
can bring along on any mission; each unit

has a point cost, which is used up when you
use it; thus, you cannot just bring along as

many units as you like.) Base construction is
one of the most important aspects of any
Battle Realms game; build enough of the

different types of buildings that you need for
a successful attack, and add enough of the
necessary upgrades for them to fulfill their

purpose. You can also call in allies from
other countries to help you at the cost of a

fee.
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